
definitely contributed to the revival in the nation’s cotton 
textile industry.

Judging from reports from abroad, United States cotton 
textile exports are likely to be down in 1953. Japanese, 
Indian, and English mills have announced intentions of 
expanding their 1953 exports some 700 million square 
yards over the 1951 physical volume. Unless foreign de
mand for cotton textiles were to expand appreciably, the 
United States stands to lose the market for some of its 
802 million square yards which were exported in 1951. 
Thus 1953 ushers in a period of fierce competition for 
foreign markets, a condition which American producers 
have not fully experienced since pre-World War II days.

As a stone thrown into a still pond creates a chain of 
ripples, so the expansion in consumer buying initiated a 
series of events. Accumulation of inventories by retailers 
was reflected in seasonal increases in wholesale sales 
throughout the nation. Beginning in July 1952, wholesale 
sales of apparel and dry goods, which include cotton prod
ucts, started climbing. Wholesalers, in turn, placed orders 
with manufacturers to build up inventories. Since whole
sale sales of finished products rose more rapidly than 
inventories, part of the inventory accumulation at retail 
was evidently met out of previously acquired inventories 
at wholesale.

At the manufacturing level, it is necessary to use total 
textile mill sales and inventory data for analysis. The low 
point in seasonally unadjusted sales of all textile products, 
including those made from cotton, occurred in July 1952. 
From that point until the October 1952 peak, sales ad
vanced almost 40 percent. Most of this increase, however, 
was of a seasonal nature. Despite a quickening in the 
tempo of textile activity, inventories at the close of 1952, 
were still somewhat high in relation to sales; manufac-

T h e  D i s c o u n t  R a t e
In the middle of January the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, along with the other Federal Reserve Banks, an
nounced that the interest rate at which funds are advanced 
to member banks was increased from 1.75 to 2.00 percent. 
This is the first increase in the discount rate since August
1950. The announcement has aroused considerable interest 
as to reasons for and possible consequences of the change.

In the past, major factors which seem to have influenced 
decisions to change the discount rate include the general 
condition of the economy, the volume of member bank 
borrowing, and the relation of the discount rate to interest 
rates on other loans and investments. Discount rate in
creases have generally occurred in periods of high level 
business activity and at such times when member banks 
were borrowing from their Federal Reserve Banks in order 
to extend credit in amounts greater-than-normal. In addi
tion, discount rate changes have often been made in 
periods when other interest rates have undergone changes. 
Traditionally, the discount rate has been maintained above 
the rate on Treasury bills and other prime short-term

turers were carrying about a 2.5 month’s supply at current 
sales levels. The gap between inventories and sales was 
wider in 1952 than in any other postwar year except 1951.

W h a t Does th e  Future H old?

Many cotton textile producers are guardedly optimistic 
about the short-run future and expect the gains made in 
the last half of 1952 to continue at least through June. As 
evidence they point to the greater-than-seasonal increase 
in textile production and the increases in employment and 
sales in the final months of 1952. Manufacturers reportedly 
have a two-month’s backlog of orders. The decline in 
wholesale prices of cotton textile products, moreover, 
slowed down in the latter part of 1952. These factors 
seem to indicate a balancing of the supply and demand 
forces, which has been absent from the market place for 
over two years.

Consumer demand as reflected by the nation’s depart
ment store sales may be more -ef a neutral than a positive 
factor. Thus far in 1953, sales are up slightly from the like 
period a year ago, although January and February sales 
were slightly off from the very high December level.

On the other hand, forces exist which offer little ground 
for complacency to the cotton textile industry. Military 
requirements of the Federal Government for cotton textile 
products are expected to decline. Foreign demand has 
bedn trending downward and promises to be more difficult 
to maintain. In addition, inventories of textile manufac
turers are still quite large in relation to sales. A weighing 
of these factors does not indicate a striking resurgence 
in textile activity in 1953 and raises some doubt that pro
duction can be maintained at the rates experienced in the 
closing months of 1952.

B asil A. Wapensky

a n d  B a n k  L e n d i n g
paper but below the rates on less than prime market paper 
and rates charged by banks to their customers.

In the light of past factors seemingly important in ex
plaining changes in the discount rate, it may be worth
while to examine the situation at the time the decision to 
raise the rate was made. During the fall and winter months 
of 1952, employment, production, income, and consumer 
spending all reached high levels. In addition, a more-than- 
normal growth in bank loans to customers had occurred 
after May. Accompanying the increase in bank loans dur
ing the fall was an increase in member bank borrowing 
from the Federal Reserve Banks. Although the seasonal 
return flow of currency and the decline in loan demand in 
January resulted in lower levels of borrowing than in De
cember, member banks were still borrowing considerably 
more than they had in many previous years.

The rate of interest on Treasury bills exceeded the dis
count rate in December, when it was the highest it had 
been since 1933. This condition—a higher bill rate than 
discount rate— had prevailed with isolated exceptions since
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the end of June. Easing of money market conditions after 
the end of December was reflected in some decline in the 
bill rate, but it had not resulted in a bill rate lower than 
the discount rate. It was in this setting that the decision 
to raise the rate was made.

The increase in the discount rate in January was prob
ably anticipated for several months and many of the effects 
of the rate change may have actually occurred before 
rather than after the move was made. Nevertheless, it may 
be worthwhile to summarize the effects of an increase in 
the discount rate as if the move were not anticipated. First, 
of course, the increase in the discount rate means that 
member banks will find it more costly to borrow from 
their Federal Reserve Banks. To some banks, the increase 
in the discount rate may of itself discourage borrowing 
and further credit expansion. Other banks which find it 
necessary to borrow in order to expand credit may pass 
on part or all of the increased cost to their customers. Most 
banks will find no immediate increase in their cost of 
operations because they follow a policy of avoiding indebt
edness to the Federal Reserve System.

Second, changes in the discount rate often have an in
direct effect which is partly psychological. The financial 
and business community regards changes in the discount 
rate as being indicative of future System policy and attaches 
considerable importance to them. Generally, the discount 
rate has not been changed merely in response to temporary 
changes in business and economic conditions. Discount 
rate changes, therefore, are often regarded by bankers and 
businessmen as indicative of the views of the Reserve bank
ing authorities on the general credit situation. Accordingly, 
discount rate moves have claimed considerable attention 
and have at times been followed by effects greater than 
those which might be accounted for simply because of 
changes in cost and volume of member bank borrowing.

The most direct effects of a change in the discount rate 
are felt at times when member banks are borrowing heavily 
from the Federal Reserve Banks. For this reason, any ex
planation of discount policy is incomplete without mention 
of open market operations, which may increase or decrease 
the necessity for member bank borrowing. Purchases and 
sales of Government securities by the Open Market Com
mittee of the Federal Reserve System add and withdraw 
funds from the banking system as a whole and thus bring

about conditions in which the individual bank finds itself 
with too much or not enough reserve funds. When member 
banks need reserves, they frequently borrow funds from 
the Reserve Banks. An increase in the discount rate, there
fore, could add to the expenses of bank operations. Be
cause purchases and sales of Government securities by the 
Open Market Committee are made quietly and without 
publicity, they receive little public attention, but their 
effect may be fully as important as changes in the discount 
rate, which receive formal announcements. During the fall, 
because of the reluctance of the Federal Reserve System 
to purchase Government securities, the banks turned to 
borrowing in order to get reserves required to meet in
creased loan demand.

In recent years, open market operations—purchases and 
sales of Government securities—have tended to be the 
most important instrument of general credit control used 
by the Federal Reserve System. In the future, however, 
it is possible that discount policy may become increasingly 
important. Since the Federal Reserve System has lessened 
its active support of the Government security market, 
member banks are not being supplied with reserves as 
freely as in the past. Consequently, banks are likely to find 
it more necessary to borrow form their Federal Reserve 
Bank in order to obtain additional reserves. With this de
velopment, discount rate changes are likely to take on 
increased significance.

Changes in the volume of bank lending since the second 
week in January, when the discount rate was raised, have 
not been great. In the nation as a whole, commercial, in
dustrial, and agricultural loans of weekly reporting mem
ber banks have remained higher than in previous years, but 
the seasonal downturn during January and the first two 
weeks of February seems fairly satisfactory considering 
the high rate of lending in the late months of 1952.

In the Sixth District, commercial, industrial, and agri
cultural loans of weekly reporting banks have declined 
less during January and February than in 1952, but about 
the same as they did in 1950. The rate on Treasury 
bills has fallen from the seasonal peak reached in Decem
ber despite the increase in the discount rate. New issues 
of Treasury bills are presently being quoted at a slightly 
higher yield, however, than the rate at which member 
banks may borrow from the Federal Reserve Banks. Prime 
rates quoted by major money market banks have not been 
increased appreciably and whether or not rates to other 
than prime borrowers have been advanced cannot be de
termined until results of the quarterly interest rate survey 
are received early in April.

There are, undoubtedly, other effects of the recent in
crease in the discount rate than those mentioned above. 
Many of the statistical series upon which a judgment might 
be based are not yet available and even when the record 
is complete, it is impossible to determine what events might 
have taken place if the action had not been taken. Some 
results may take time to become apparent. Finally, in judg
ing the effectiveness of the discount rate increase, it is 
well to remember the actions of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem are only one of many factors that affect the economy.

Thomas R. Atkinson
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